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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
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                                        Suedeen G. Kelly, Marc Spitzer, 
                                        and Philip D. Moeller. 
 
Green Power Express LP Docket No. ER09-681-000 
 
 

ORDER ON TRANSMISSION RATE INCENTIVES  
AND FORMULA RATE PROPOSAL AND  

ESTABLISHING HEARING AND SETTLEMENT JUDGE PROCEDURES 
 

(Issued April 10, 2009) 
 

 
1. On February 9, 2009, Green Power Express LP (Green Power) filed, under 
sections 205 and 219 of the Federal Power Act (FPA),1 a request for approval of various 
transmission infrastructure investment incentives,2 certain accounting treatments, and 
new pro forma tariff sheets that include a formula rate for transmission service.  Green 
Power’s request concerns its proposal to build a series of 765 kV transmission lines in the 
Midwest.  In this order, we conditionally grant Green Power’s request for transmission 
rate incentives, effective on the dates requested, and accept the pro forma tariff sheets for 
filing subject to hearing and settlement judge procedures, as set forth below.  

I. Background 

A. Description of Green Power 

2. Green Power is a transmission-only limited partnership formed by ITC Holdings 
Corp. (ITC Holdings) under Delaware law.  Green Power is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of ITC Green Power Express, LLC, a Michigan limited liability company.  ITC Green 
Power Express, LLC, in turn, is wholly-owned by ITC Holdings.   

                                              
1 16 U.S.C. §§ 824d; 824s (2006). 
2 See Promoting Transmission Investment through Pricing Reform, Order No. 679, 

FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 (2006), order on reh’g, Order No. 679-A, FERC Stats.    
& Regs. ¶ 31,236 (2006), order on reh’g, 119 FERC ¶ 61,062 (2007). 
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3. ITC Holdings is a publicly traded, Michigan-based corporation.  It is currently the 
nation’s largest independent electric transmission company that, through its subsidiaries, 
International Transmission Company (International Transmission), Michigan Electric 
Transmission Company, LLC (METC), and ITC Midwest LLC (ITC Midwest), operates 
transmission systems in Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, and Missouri.  ITC 
Holdings also has formed ITC Great Plains to serve as a transmission builder, owner and 
operator in the Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP) region.3    

B. The Green Power Express Transmission Proposal 

4. Green Power proposes to build the Green Power Express Project (Project), which 
it describes as a 765 kV green power “superhighway” transmission network that will 
eventually include approximately 3,000 miles of transmission lines and bring up to 
12,000 MW of wind energy and stored energy from the Dakotas, Minnesota, and Iowa to 
Midwest load centers in Chicago, southeastern Wisconsin and Minneapolis.  Green 
Power estimates the proposed Project will cost between $10-$12 billion, depending on its 
final scope and route.  As proposed, the Project will consist of three interconnected loops 
in North and South Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa, with extensions from these loops into 
Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana.  The Project would interconnect with existing substations 
in North Dakota, South Dakota, Indiana, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois, and 
with new high-voltage backbone transmission substations to be constructed in Iowa and 
North Dakota.  There would also be interconnections with existing lower voltage 
transmission facilities, which Green Power states will provide capacity to support 
additional improvements.  The initial phase of the Project is expected to be in service     
in 2020.     

5. Green Power states that the Project will provide various and significant benefits 
both on a stand-alone basis and as a component of the coordinated development of a 
nationwide high-voltage backbone transmission system.  The Project will also create 
considerable economic and environmental benefits.  The Project will support 
environmental and policy objectives reflected in proposals to adopt a national renewable 
portfolio standard while at the same time enhancing competitive regional electric markets 
by increasing supply alternatives and decreasing congestion on existing facilities. 

6. Green Power asserts that the Project will facilitate the interconnection of various 
renewable energy projects, relieving existing and reasonably foreseeable congestion over 
a large portion of the upper Midwest.  Green Power also believes the Project will improve 
reliability because the impacts of localized weather on wind generation will be spread 
more widely.  Green Power states that a solid transmission backbone will handle 
unpredicted energy flows across the system, thus reducing the prospect for outages and 
                                              

3 See ITC Great Plains, LLC, 126 FERC ¶ 61,223 (2009). 
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blackouts.  Green Power also contends that, relative to other methods of moving power 
out of wind-rich areas of the upper Midwest, the Project will unload existing underlying 
lower-voltage networks, thereby providing additional operating flexibility, increasing 
reliability, reducing transmission losses, relieving transmission congestion, and allowing 
lower-cost energy to be delivered to load.  According to Green Power, the Project will 
also use an open architecture design that is suitable to support energy storage devices, 
allowing them to help mitigate intermittency issues associated with wind energy 
generation. 

7. Green Power requests the following transmission infrastructure incentives for the 
Project:  (1) recovery of costs of abandoned facilities; (2) deferred recovery for start-up, 
development and pre-construction costs through the creation of regulatory assets;          
(3) 100 percent construction work in progress (CWIP) in rate base; (4) a hypothetical 
capital structure of 60 percent equity and 40 percent debt; and (5) a 160 basis point 
incentive Return on Equity (ROE) adder (50 basis points for participating in a Regional 
Transmission Organization (RTO), 100 basis points for independence, and 10 basis 
points for the risks and challenges of the Project).   

8. Green Power requests an overall ROE of 12.38 percent, inclusive of the 160 basis 
point incentive adders.  Green Power supports its request with a Discounted Cash Flow 
(DCF) analysis with a median ROE of 10.78 percent.  In addition, Green Power requests 
that the Commission accept for filing a formula rate structure under which the costs of 
the Project will ultimately be recoverable through the applicable open access 
transmission tariffs of Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc. 
(Midwest ISO) and PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM). 

9. While a final decision is still subject to further study and final engineering, Green 
Power states that it intends to utilize several types of advanced technologies on the 
Project.  Green Power intends to utilize a six conductor bundle design, phase and shield 
wire transposition, fiber optics shield wire, wide-area monitoring and control, remote 
station equipment diagnostics, switchable shunt reactors, and either a static VAR 
compensator or a static synchronous compensator.  Green Power is not requesting any 
additional incentives for the use of these advanced technologies. 

II. Notice of Filings and Responsive Pleadings 

10. Notice of Green Power’s filing was published in the Federal Register, 74 Fed. 
Reg. 7882, with interventions and comments due on or before March 9, 2009.  On 
February 24, 2009, Xcel, Otter Tail and Great River filed a motion for extension of time 
to file comments.  On February 25, 2009, Allete, Inc. filed a motion to intervene and 
request for extension of time.  On February 26, 2009, the Commission issued a notice 
extending the comment period until March 6, 2009.    
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11. Numerous parties filed timely motions to intervene or motions to intervene with 
comments and/or protests.  In addition, several parties filed untimely motions to intervene 
or untimely motions to intervene with comments and/or protests.  A full listing of those 
parties is set forth in Attachment A. 

12. On March 13, 2009, Midwest ISO filed an answer to various comments and 
protests.  On March 23, 2009, Green Power filed an answer to the comments and protests.  
CAPX2020 Participants and Great River (on April 3, 2009), Xcel (on April 7, 2009) and 
Integrys (on April 8, 2009) filed answers to Green Power’s answer. 

III.   Discussion 

A. Procedural Matters 

13. Pursuant to Rule 214 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,4 the 
notices of intervention and timely, unopposed motions to intervene serve to make the 
entities that filed them parties to this proceeding.  Pursuant to Rule 214(d) of the 
Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure,5 the Commission will grant the late-filed 
motions to intervene given the parties’ interest in the proceeding, the early stage of the 
proceeding, and the absence of undue prejudice or delay.6 

14. Rule 213(a) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure7 prohibits an 
answer to a protest or an answer to an answer, unless otherwise permitted by the 
decisional authority.  We will accept Midwest ISO’s and Green Power’s answers because 
they have provided information that assisted us in our decision-making process.  We are 
not persuaded to accept the answers of CAPX2020 Participants, Great River, Xcel and 
Integrys and, therefore, reject them. 

B. Section 219 and Order No. 679 Incentives 

1. Section 219 Requirements 

15. In the Energy Policy Act of 2005,8 Congress added section 219 to the FPA and 
directed the Commission to establish rules providing incentives to promote capital 
                                              

4 18 C.F.R. § 385.214 (2008). 
5 Id. § 385.214(d). 
6 The parties that submitted late-filed interventions are listed on Appendix A. 
7 18 C.F.R. § 385.213(a)(2) (2008). 
8 Pub. L. No. 109-58 § 1241 (2005), 119 Stat. 594. 
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investment in transmission infrastructure.  The Commission subsequently issued Order 
No. 679, setting forth processes by which a public utility may seek transmission rate 
incentives pursuant to section 219, such as the incentives requested here by Green Power.  

16. Pursuant to section 219, an applicant must show that “the facilities for which it 
seeks incentives either ensure reliability or reduce the cost of delivered power by 
reducing transmission congestion.”9  Also, as part of this demonstration, “section 219(d) 
provides that all rates approved under the Rule are subject to the requirements of   
sections 205 and 206 of the FPA, which require that all rates, charges, terms and 
conditions be just and reasonable and not unduly discriminatory or preferential.”10 

17. Order No. 679 provides that a public utility may file a petition for declaratory 
order or a section 205 filing to obtain incentive rate treatment for transmission 
infrastructure investment that satisfies the requirements of section 219 (i.e., the applicant 
must demonstrate that the facilities for which it seeks incentives either ensure reliability 
and/or reduce the cost of delivered power by reducing transmission congestion).11  Order 
No. 679 established a process for an applicant to follow to demonstrate that it meets this 
standard, including a rebuttable presumption that the standard is met if:  (1) the 
transmission project results from a fair and open regional planning process that considers 
and evaluates projects for reliability and/or congestion and is found to be acceptable to 
the Commission; or (2) the transmission project has received construction approval from 
an appropriate state commission or state siting authority.12  Order No. 679-A clarifies the 
operation of this rebuttable presumption by noting that the authorities and/or processes on 
which it is based (i.e., a regional planning process, a state commission, or siting 
authority) must, in fact, consider whether the project ensures reliability or reduces the 
cost of delivered power by reducing congestion.13      

a. Green Power Proposal 

18. Green Power acknowledges that it does not meet the rebuttable presumption under 
Order No. 679 but believes that it provides enough evidence for the Commission to make 
a finding under section 219.  Green Power states that there is a great need for its proposed 
765 kV transmission network.  It notes that there is currently 62.8 GW of proposed wind 
                                              

9 Order No. 679, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 76. 
10 Id. P 8 (citing 16 U.S.C. §§ 824(d) and 824(e) (2006)). 
11 18 C.F.R. § 35.35(i) (2008). 
12 Order No. 679, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 58.  
13 Order No. 679-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,236 at P 49. 
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capacity in the Midwest ISO interconnection queue.14  It states that the current 
transmission grid in the Midwest simply cannot handle transmission of substantial 
amounts of wind energy.  Green Power argues that the Project is the best option available 
versus other options it studied. 

19. In support of its claim that it meets the requirements of section 219, Green Power 
submitted a study that examined a number of alternatives such as an “ad hoc” build up, a 
single 345 kV build up, and a double 345 kV build up against the Project.  As part of its 
study, Green Power performed a transfer analysis that considered several factors 
including:  (1) examination of the ability of the transmission system to transfer 
incremental wind generation from Minnesota, Iowa, and the Dakotas to load centers; (2) 
a programmatic build up of the existing transmission system to estimate the upgrades that 
may be necessary to integrate an additional 12,000 MW of wind energy; and (3) a 
boundary analysis of the amount of capacity currently in place to move power away from 
wind rich areas.15  From this study, Green Power found its proposed Project to be the best 
choice among the options it considered. 

20. Green Power argues that its study shows that that the Project will reduce 
congestion because:  (1) the Project will be able to transfer the largest amount of power 
with the least impact on the underlying system;16 (2) when wind is not at maximum 
generation, the Project will be able to facilitate long distance transfers at low impedances; 
(3) the Project will provide additional transfer capacity of 12,000 MW to serve some of 
the approximately 62 GW of proposed wind generation currently in the Midwest ISO 
interconnection queue; and (4) the Project will alleviate operating constraints on the 
underlying network.  Green Power argues that the Project is the best solution available to 
reduce congestion and ensure reliability as large amounts of wind generation are installed 
in the region.17   

                                              
14 Green Power February 9, 2009 Transmittal Letter at 18 (Transmittal Letter) 

(citing Midwest ISO Transmission Expansion Plan for 2008 (MTEP08) at 54). 
15 Vitez Test. at 19-20, Exhibit No. GPE-500. 
16 5,000 MW was modeled flowing across the 345 kV test build-up, the double 

345 kV test build-up, and the Project.  In the Project case, only 7.5 percent of power was 
found to flow on the underlying facilities, whereas in the 345 kV and double 345 kV 
cases, the amount of power that flowed on the underlying facilities was found to be    
67.1 percent and 42.5 percent, respectively (Vitez Test. at 39-39, Exhibit No. GPE-500).   

17 Vitez Test. at 17-20, Exhibit No. GPE-500. 
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21. Green Power states that the Project ensures reliability because:  (1) the AC 
network design of the Project provides system redundancy and the ability to redirect 
power flows;18 (2) the Project will provide a robust transmission backbone capable of 
handling unexpected energy flows across the system, which greatly reduces the 
probability for cascading outages and blackouts;19 and (3) the Project will need the least 
reactive power support of the options considered.20 

22. While Green Power acknowledges that the Project has not been approved by a 
regional planning process or by a state regulatory commission, Green Power asserts that 
the Project nevertheless meets the requirements of section 219 and Order No. 679 and 
should be granted incentives.  Green Power further emphasizes that it is submitting its 
application now because the Project is consistent with regional planning goals as well as 
state and national planning and policy objectives.  Green Power believes that the absence 
of market participant influence was critical in developing the right solution that improves 
electric reliability, effectively and efficiently integrates high amounts of renewable 
energy capacity to promote a cleaner environment and enhances national security.  Green 
Power argues that it is, in effect, filling a gap that exists within the industry due to a lack 
of independent regional planning.21   

23. Green Power believes that the Project falls outside any current planning process 
because the Project lies within or connects with facilities in Midwest ISO, PJM and the 
non-RTO area of the Mid-Continent Area Power Pool (MAPP) and because the Project 
promotes economic and environmental benefits beyond those currently considered in the 
RTOs’ planning processes.  However, Green Power acknowledges that unless a broader 
one-stop planning process is developed, the Project will need to be considered in the 
existing regional planning processes of Midwest ISO, PJM, and individual transmission 
owners within MAPP.22  Green Power confirms that it will also need approvals and siting 
authorizations in various combinations from seven states:  North Dakota, South Dakota, 
Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana.23     

                                              
18 Transmittal Letter at 22-23. 
19 Id. at 19. 
20 Id. at 28-31.  
21 Welch Test. at 16:17-22, Exhibit No. GPE-100. 
22 Transmittal Letter at 11 and 49.   
23 Id. at 11, 36 and 49. 
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24. Although it commits that the Project will be evaluated through a Commission-
approved regional planning process that is appropriate for the Project,24 Green Power 
believes the processes that now exist will not allow for approval of the Project.  For 
example, Green Power states that Midwest ISO has recognized that the criteria in 
Midwest ISO’s current planning processes fail to properly evaluate the true benefits of a 
large-scale expansion such as the Project.25  Green Power also notes that no project has 
qualified under the 3:1 benefit/cost ratio requirement under Midwest ISO’s planning 
process for economic upgrades.26  Green Power argues that under this unreasonable 
benefit/cost criteria, this Project or any other significant high voltage facility cannot 
reasonably be approved.  Green Power also points out that Midwest ISO and PJM 
specifically state in their recent cost allocation proposal for economic cross-border 
projects that a project that is primarily designed to allow renewable generation facilities 
to serve load in the RTOs pursuant to any renewable portfolio standards, such as high 
voltage backbone transmission overlays, will likely not qualify as an economic cross-
border project.27 

25. Green Power believes the Project will require unprecedented cooperation and the 
development of a new inter-regional planning process.  Although Green Power states that 
the creation of such a process is outside the scope of this proceeding, it believes that the 
Commission has authority under section 209 of the FPA to implement a coordinated 
                                              

24 Id. at 63 and 72.   
25 Id. at 67 (citing MTEP08 at 24 (stating that large-scale projects provide 

widespread benefits beyond the market efficiency metrics currently reflected in the 
economic Regional Expansion Criteria and Benefits (RECB) criteria)). 

26 To qualify for regional cost allocation within Midwest ISO, a Regionally 
Beneficial (i.e., economic) Project must meet general and project specific financial and 
operational requirements.  Generally, to qualify for regional cost sharing, a Regionally 
Beneficial Project must:  (1) cost more than $5 million; (2) involve facilities with 
voltages of 345 kV or more; and (3) not be a Baseline Reliability Project or New 
Transmission Access Project.  In addition to the general requirements, the proposed 
project must meet tests relating to Adjusted Production Cost Benefits, Locational 
Marginal Pricing based energy cost benefits and a variable Benefits to Cost Ratio 
threshold that varies linearly from 1.2 to 1 (for projects with an in-service date within  
one year of the project’s MTEP approval date) to 3.0 to 1 (for projects with an in-service 
date ten or more years from the projects MTEP approval date).  See, e.g., Midwest Indep. 
Transmission Sys. Operator, Inc., 120 FERC ¶ 61,080, at P 4-6 (2007).   

27 Transmittal Letter at 67 and 73, n.192 (citing Midwest ISO and PJM’s January 
28, 2009 Joint Compliance Filing, Docket No. ER05-6-108 at 6). 
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regional effort to evaluate the Project.  Specifically, under section 209, the Commission 
may refer any matter under its jurisdiction to a board, which could be comprised of 
members of each affected state for a particular project.  Such boards have the authority to 
hold hearings and shall be “vested with the same power and be subject to the same duties 
and liabilities as in the case of a member of the Commission . . . .”28  Further, this 
statutory authority provides the Commission the right to confer with any state 
commission “regarding the relationship between rate structures, costs, accounts, charges, 
practices, classifications, and regulations of public utilities subject to the jurisdiction of 
such State commission.”29  Green Power is not requesting a joint board but states that the 
Commission should consider all the means within its statutory authority to facilitate 
federal-state cooperation with respect to the proposed Project.  

b. Comments and Protests 

26. The vast majority of entities that filed protests argue that Green Power’s filing is 
premature because Green Power developed the Project outside of a Commission-
approved transmission planning process.  They argue that Green Power did not notify, let 
alone coordinate with, even those transmission owners through whose territory the 
Project would cross or to whom the Project would interconnect.  They add that there is no 
evidence that Green Power held any planning meetings as it developed the Project or that 
it solicited any stakeholder input.  As such, the impact of the Project on the region, 
including, for example, on lower voltage facilities and the comparative benefits of 
possible competing proposals, is unknown.  They assert that the Commission should 
defer acting on or reject as premature the proposal due to Green Power’s lack of effort to 
seek consensus or regional support through any coordinated planning process.   

27. Many protesters acknowledge that the Commission has previously found that 
incentive proposals for projects that had not yet been approved in a Commission-
approved regional planning process still can meet the section 219 requirements, such as 
in Tallgrass30 and PG&E.31  These commenters argue, however, that the situation here is 
distinguishable from those cases.  They contend that the applicants in Tallgrass and 
PG&E demonstrated that their proposed projects were similar to those that had been 
suggested by regional planning bodies, while Green Power makes no such showing here.   

                                              
28 16 U.S.C. § 824h(a) (2006). 
29 Id. § 824h(b). 
30 Tallgrass Transmission, LLC, 125 FERC ¶ 61,248 (2008) (Tallgrass). 
31 Pacific Gas and Elec. Co., 123 FERC ¶ 61,067 (2008) (PG&E). 
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28. Some protesters argue that Commission approval of Green Power’s “project first, 
plan later” approach may have unintended consequences.  For example, CapX2020 
Participants and Great River believe that such a process could lead to a situation where a 
number of transmission owners engage in autonomous transmission planning and incur 
considerable development costs, only to have a subsequent regional planning process 
determine that a project is not reasonable and/or appropriate.  If such developers are 
granted cost recovery without regard to transmission planning, developers may have little 
incentive to participate in regional planning on the front end, leading to situations where 
the market incurs costs for transmission projects that may have little merit when balanced 
against regional objectives and needs.    

29. Several protesters also state that because Green Power planned the Project in 
isolation, they do not have sufficient information to take a position on the merits of the 
Project or whether incentives are justified.  While commenters generally support the 
addition of transmission improvements to support increased use of renewable energy and 
to ensure reliability of the overall transmission system, some argue that the proposed 
Project is little more than a concept that does not warrant incentives at this stage of its 
development.  Since the Project has not been subject to any transmission planning 
process, some parties argue that whether or not the Project will pass a reliability scrutiny 
or whether it contains the most advantageous economic facilities is unclear.  Therefore, 
they argue that the Commission should defer acting on Green Power’s filing or reject it 
without prejudice to give Green Power the opportunity to have the Project evaluated as 
part of the on-going planning processes and regional planning initiatives. 

30. Many protesters also disagree with Green Power’s assertion that the Commission 
needs to create a new regional planning process, using the Commission’s authority under 
section 209 of the FPA or otherwise to evaluate the Project.  If the Commission does find 
a new regional planning process is needed to handle expansion proposals such as the 
Project, the Commission should not create a new planning process to support a single 
project proposed by one entity.  Furthermore, several commenters assert that Green 
Power has chosen to side-step several important regional planning initiatives, some of 
which Green Power mentions and others it does not.  As such, Green Power’s proposal is 
not informed by, nor coordinated with, any of these on-going planning initiatives. 

31. In addition, some protesters argue that Green Power has not produced sufficient 
evidence to meet the section 219 requirement.  They do not believe that the Commission 
can tell whether the Project will ensure reliability or reduce the cost of delivered power 
by reducing congestion.  Consumers Energy states that while it does not disagree that the 
current grid is wholly inadequate to carry the proposed wind generation, it is not clear 
whether Green Power is an adequate solution.  As such, Consumers Energy asks the 
Commission to set the Project for hearing to determine if the Project meets the section 
219 requirements.  
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32. Several parties submitted comments in support of Green Power’s proposal.  These 
supporting commenters note that a significant challenge currently facing renewable 
energy involves the proximity of the resources to transmission facilities.  These parties 
therefore support the idea of a green power “superhighway” to move much-needed wind 
power from the areas in which it is abundant to load centers in the Midwest.  They 
suggest that, absent proper signals from the Commission, projects such as the one Green 
Power proposes will not get built, and wind energy will continue to be “stranded.”  
National Wind describes the Project as a critical infrastructure upgrade to address a 
deficiency in transmission capacity, and other parties note the inherent challenges in 
building a project that crosses both state and RTO borders. 

33. Some supporting commenters note that this Project would help meet renewable 
portfolio standards on both the state and national level.  National Wind states, for 
example, that conservative estimates suggest that the country would need at least  
150,000 MW of new renewable energy generation in the next 10 years to meet a            
20 percent national renewable portfolio standard, if such a national standard becomes a 
priority.  With 12,000 MW of clean energy, National Wind argues that the Project must 
be built and expedited.  In addition, Denali Energy Partners state that high-capacity lines 
minimize environmental impacts and are more cost-efficient to construct than lower-
voltage lines.  

34. RES Americas states that Green Power offers a compelling solution to the 
challenges Midwest ISO faces with respect to managing the interconnection queue, long-
range transmission planning, and the cost allocation process.  It notes that the 
Commission should compare the scale and benefits of this Project with comparable 
project initiatives set forth by the Upper Midwest Transmission Development Initiative, 
Regional Generation Outlet Study and Joint Coordinated System Plan.  RES Americas 
notes that the evaluation criteria should include the likelihood of project success, the 
breadth of customer benefit across regions, and the efficiency of the voltage level 
proposed.  It believes that the Project meets all of these criteria and will provide benefits 
to the greatest number of customers. 

35.  Denali Energy Partners state that, despite having the capability to generate over 
10,000 MW of clean, reliable power, their efforts are being stalled due to what they 
describe as the antiquated approval and permitting process.  They contend that the 
roadblock is the lack of transmission lines necessary to move their power to markets such 
as Chicago.  They ask the Commission to expedite the siting and approval process and to 
continue with the Commission’s recent rate structure approvals for similar transmission 
projects.  Denali Energy Partners also recommend that the Commission consider 
modeling “superhighway” transmission line approvals after the process used to expand 
natural gas pipelines.  

36. In addition, Wind Capital Group states that it believes that a mix of private capital 
and public funding provides the best path to a successful expansion of the transmission 
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system.  National Wind states that approving the proposed rate treatment will allow it to 
raise capital and bring additional parties into the process to most efficiently and 
effectively bring the Project to fruition.   

37. In its answer, Midwest ISO takes no position on the disputes between Green 
Power and commenters but states that commenters are incorrect to the extent they believe 
that the Project is being planned outside the Midwest ISO planning process.  Midwest 
ISO states that Green Power has introduced the Project into the Midwest ISO planning 
process, and the Project is currently being evaluated.  In particular, Midwest ISO states 
that the proposed Project is an appropriate alternative expansion proposal to be 
considered in its Regional Generation Outlet Study, which is currently in progress in the 
present planning cycle and that has been underway since early 2008.  Midwest ISO also 
notes that the presence or absence of a rate and/or accounting treatment proceeding at the 
Commission has not been a factor in determining how Midwest ISO has responded to 
requests for it to evaluate transmission expansion proposals.  In addition, Midwest ISO 
states that the Project, while not identical, aligns well with elements of the preliminary 
high voltage overlay proposals that Midwest ISO and other Eastern Interconnection 
participants studied and reported upon in the recently published Joint Coordinated 
System Plan. 

c. Commission Determination 

38.  We find that Green Power has adequately demonstrated that the Project will 
ensure reliability and/or reduce the cost of delivered power by reducing transmission 
congestion and, thus, meets the requirements of section 219.  Based on Green Power’s 
analysis of the existing transmission system in the region, taking into consideration the 
existing renewable portfolio standards in various states, the amount of generation in 
Midwest ISO’s generation interconnection queue, and future renewable generation 
expansion scenarios, it established a target of improving transfer capability in the region  
by approximately 12,000 MW.  Green Power then focused on the need for transmission 
investment to accommodate wind generation in the Dakotas, western Minnesota and 
western Iowa because these regions have abundant, high quality wind resources.32    

39. In particular, Green Power notes that Midwest ISO has over 62,000 MW of 
renewable generation in its active queue.33  In addition, we note that Midwest ISO 
estimates that it will need approximately 25,000 MW of renewable generation in its 
footprint in the next 10 to 15 years to comply with current renewable portfolio standards 

                                              
32 Vitez Test. at 8-10, Exhibit No. GPE-500. 
33 Transmittal Letter at 18 (citing MTEP08 at 55). 
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in the region.34  Furthermore, many of the wind generation projects in Midwest ISO’s 
generation interconnection queue are located in the areas where Green Power plans to 
build the Project.35  Green Power and the many commenters agree that without a 
substantial increase in transmission infrastructure it will not be possible to move the 
energy from the proposed renewable generation sources.  Additionally, the 2006 
Department of Energy (DOE) Congestion Report identified several paths in the proposed 
Project area as either among the most congested in the Nation or as conditionally 
constrained.36    

40. Green Power’s analysis demonstrates that its proposed 765 kV Project will 
provide a robust transmission backbone that could handle unexpected energy flows 
across the system, reducing the probability for cascading outages and blackouts.37  
Moreover, Green Power states that the Project will unload existing underlying lower-
voltage networks, thereby providing additional operating flexibility, increasing reliability, 
reducing transmission losses, relieving transmission congestion, and allowing lower-cost 
energy to be delivered to load.38  Additionally, the Project will improve reliability 
because the impacts of localized weather on wind generation will be spread more 
extensively.  

41. The Commission finds that Green Power has made an adequate showing to satisfy 
the requirements of section 219.  Green Power has submitted detailed studies and an 
engineering affidavit that shows that the Project will:  (1) reduce congestion in the future 

                                              
34 See Midwest ISO, Proposal for Identification of and Subscription to Forward 

Looking Interconnection Projects (February 6, 2009) at P 10, available at 
http://www.midwestmarket.org/publish/Document/20b78d_11ef44fc9c0_-
7bfb0a48324a/Midwest%20ISO%20Draft%20FLIP%20Whitepaper%20v2%20020609%
20clean.pdf?action=download&_property=Attachment. 

35 See Exhibit No. GPE-505. 
36 See DOE, National Electric Congestion Study (August 2006) (DOE 2006 

Congestion Study) at page IX available at 
http://www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/Congestion_Study_2006-9MB.pdf.  A 
conditionally constrained area is one in which some transmission congestion currently 
exists but significant congestion would result if large amounts of new generation 
resources were developed without simultaneous development of associated transmission. 

37 See Transmittal Letter at 16. 
38 See Vitez Test. at 38-40, Exhibit No. GPE-500. 

http://www.midwestmarket.org/publish/Document/20b78d_11ef44fc9c0_-7bfb0a48324a/Midwest%20ISO%20Draft%20FLIP%20Whitepaper%20v2%20020609%20clean.pdf?action=download&_property=Attachment
http://www.midwestmarket.org/publish/Document/20b78d_11ef44fc9c0_-7bfb0a48324a/Midwest%20ISO%20Draft%20FLIP%20Whitepaper%20v2%20020609%20clean.pdf?action=download&_property=Attachment
http://www.midwestmarket.org/publish/Document/20b78d_11ef44fc9c0_-7bfb0a48324a/Midwest%20ISO%20Draft%20FLIP%20Whitepaper%20v2%20020609%20clean.pdf?action=download&_property=Attachment
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by facilitating integration and delivery of low-cost wind energy in the upper Midwest;39 
(2) ensure reliability by providing a robust transmission backbone that is capable of 
moving large amounts of power and handling unscheduled flows;40 and (3) improve the 
voltage profile of underlying lower voltage networks.41  Further, the 765 kV and looped 
nature of the project will help to ensure reliability by making the proposed lines and 
underlying networks less susceptible to outages.42  Additionally, the Project will also 
likely reduce congestion on several of the congested paths identified by the DOE as the 
Project will expand the transfer capacity of paths in those areas.43 

42. We disagree with commenters that believe Green Power’s filing is premature.  
Although Green Power acknowledges that the Project will have to be evaluated through a 
Commission-approved transmission planning process, such evaluation is not a 
prerequisite to the Commission granting incentives.  As the Commission has previously 
found, ruling on a request for incentives pursuant to Order No. 679 does not prejudge the 
findings of a particular transmission planning process or the siting procedures at state 
commissions.44  Midwest ISO confirms that Green Power has submitted the Project into 
Midwest ISO’s Commission-approved planning process and that any Commission action 
on Green Power’s incentive request will not change how Midwest ISO evaluates the 
Project.  Similarly, any finding on Green Power’s request for incentives will not change 
how projects are considered under existing regional transmission planning initiatives nor 
have an impact on projects, such as those proposed by the CapX2020 Participants, that 
have already been incorporated into a transmission provider’s expansion plans.  

43. We also agree with Green Power that the creation of a new planning process is 
outside the scope of this proceeding.  We note, however, that the Commission remains 
interested in and is examining the adequacy of transmission planning processes.  For 
example, the Commission recently held what is expected to be the first in a series of 
technical conferences seeking information on the challenges posed by integration of large 
amounts of variable renewable generation into wholesale markets and grids as well as on 

                                              
39 See Id. at 39-40. 
40 See Id. at 12, 19, 21, 39-40. 
41 See Id. at 31-32. 
42 See Id. at 12-13; See also Transmittal Letter at 16. 
43 See DOE 2006 Congestion Study at 23. 
44 See Pioneer Transmission, LLC, 126 FERC ¶ 61,281, at 40 (2009) (Pioneer); 

Tallgrass, 125 FERC ¶ 61,248 at 43. 
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innovative solutions to these challenges.45  In addition, we expect to convene a series of 
regional public technical conferences later this year to determine the progress and 
benefits realized by each transmission provider’s Order No. 890 Attachment K 
transmission planning process, obtain customer and other stakeholder input, and discuss 
any areas that may need improvement.   

2. The Nexus Requirement 

44. In addition to satisfying the section 219 requirement of ensuring reliability and/or 
reducing the cost of delivered power by reducing congestion, an applicant must 
demonstrate that there is a nexus between the incentive sought and the investment being 
made.  In Order No. 679-A, the Commission clarified that the nexus test is met when an 
applicant demonstrates that the total package of incentives requested is “tailored to 
address the demonstrable risks or challenges faced by the applicant.”46  The Commission 
noted that this nexus test is fact-specific and requires the Commission to review each 
application on a case-by-case basis.   

45. As part of this evaluation, the Commission has found the question of whether a 
project is “routine” to be particularly probative.47  In BG&E, the Commission clarified 
how it will evaluate projects to determine whether they are routine.  Specifically, to 
determine whether a project is routine, the Commission will consider all relevant factors 
presented by an applicant.  For example, an applicant may present evidence on:  (1) the 
scope of the project (e.g., dollar investment, increase in transfer capability, involvement 
of multiple entities or jurisdictions, size, effect on region); (2) the effect of the project 
(e.g., improving reliability or reducing congestion costs); and (3) the challenges or risks 

                                              
45 March 2, 2009 Technical Conference on Integrating Renewable Resources Into 

the Wholesale Electric Grid, Docket No. AD09-4-000 (Integrating Renewables Tech 
Conference).  We note that some participants in that conference raised issues about 
existing planning processes similar to those expressed here by Green Power.  See, e.g., 
Integrating Renewables Tech Conference Speaker Materials of Michael J. Kormos, 
Senior Vice President of Operations for PJM at 15 (“[W]e propose that the Commission 
initiate a rulemaking to evaluate whether current transmission protocols and cost 
allocation methodologies should be reassessed to include transmission projects such as 
those associated with the large scale of integration of renewable and other energy 
resources.”). 

46 Order No. 679-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,236 at P 40.  
47 Baltimore Gas and Elec. Co., 120 FERC ¶ 61,084, at P 48 (2007) (BG&E),   

121 FERC ¶ 61,167, reh’g denied, 122 FERC ¶ 61,034 (2007), reh’g denied, 123 FERC         
¶ 61,262 (2008).  
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faced by the project (e.g., siting, internal competition for financing with other projects, 
long lead times, regulatory and political risks, specific financing challenges, other 
impediments).48  Additionally, the Commission clarified that “when an applicant has 
adequately demonstrated that the project for which it requests an incentive is not routine, 
that applicant has, for purposes of the nexus test, shown that the project faces risks and 
challenges that merit an incentive.”49  

46. In this context, we find that Green Power has satisfied the nexus requirement for 
each incentive being requested in this proceeding.  As Green Power notes, and we agree, 
the Project is not routine by any measure.  If completed as described in the instant 
application, the Project would span approximately 3,000 miles over a seven state area and 
cost between $10-12 billion.  This makes the Project one of the largest, if not the largest, 
single transmission project ever developed in the United States.  The Project as proposed 
would nearly double the miles of 765 kV transmission lines that are currently in operation 
in the United States.  It also would help deliver the approximately 62 GW of proposed 
wind capacity that is currently in the Midwest ISO’s interconnection queue.  In addition, 
as the Commission has discussed previously, construction or enhancement of 
transmission facilities to provide access to remote, location-constrained renewable 
resources is not routine.50  We will discuss below the nexus between each requested 
incentive and the particular risks and challenges that will be faced by Green Power in its 
pursuit of the Project. 

a. Abandoned Plant  

i. Green Power Proposal 

47. Green Power requests an abandoned plant incentive so that it will have the 
opportunity to recover prudently incurred costs if the Project is abandoned due to forces 
beyond Green Power’s control.  It requests that the abandoned plant incentive become 
effective on April 11, 2009.  Green Power states that, consistent with Commission 
precedent, it will make a section 205 filing before recovering abandoned plant costs, 
including any unrecovered costs associated with the regulatory asset, and it will 
demonstrate that such costs are just and reasonable.51 

                                              
48 Id. P 52-55. 
49 Id. P 54. 
50 See PacifiCorp, 125 FERC ¶ 61,076, at P 45 (2008). 
51 Transmittal Letter at 37. 
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48. Green Power states that the abandoned plant incentive is appropriate in this case 
because the Project is significant and faces substantial challenges associated with the 
large geographical scope of the Project and the corresponding need for approval from 
multiple jurisdictions and planning organizations, as well as other uncertainties that arise 
in a project of this scope and duration.  Green Power also states that the Project faces 
challenges with respect to possible changes in federal tax policy, energy markets and 
capital markets.  In addition, Green Power notes that the current financial climate has 
already begun to curtail plans of wind developers, and the primary purpose of the Project 
is to interconnect wind generation being developed in the northern Great Plains and upper 
Midwest.52  Green Power states that the abandoned plant incentive protects Green Power 
from losing any prudently-incurred investment costs and will help ensure the availability 
of financing at reasonable terms.  The incentive also will provide additional assurance to 
lenders and investors that any prudently-incurred costs will be recovered.   

ii. Comments and Protests 

49. Some protesters argue that it may not be prudent for Green Power to incur 
significant expenses such as detailed studies and route selection while waiting for 
regional planning approval.  Similarly, some parties state that granting Green Power 
abandonment costs will encourage future speculative projects not analyzed by 
Commission-approved regional planning processes to seek similar incentives.  This 
potential scenario would discourage cooperation in regional planning processes and have 
ratepayers fund the costs of transmission projects that do not go forward.  Some parties 
request that the Commission make clear that, if Green Power subsequently seeks 
abandoned plant recovery, the Commission retains the authority to reduce the resulting 
charges to exclude, if sought, above-cost components and expenditures that become 
wasted because Green Power’s spending outpaced regional planning approvals.  In 
addition, there is concern that customers who may eventually have to pay abandoned 
plant costs have not been given proper notice because Green Power has not identified the 
customers from whom any abandoned plant costs might be recovered.  Alliant Energy 
states that the Commission should provide assurance that if the Project is cancelled, the 
cost recovery will not be limited to network customers in the ITC Midwest zone and that 
the widest possible cost recovery mechanism will be used. 

iii. Commission Determination 

50. We grant Green Power’s request to recover its prudently incurred costs if the 
Project is abandoned for reasons beyond Green Power’s control.  As the Commission has 
previously stated, recovery of abandonment costs is an effective means of encouraging 
                                              

52 Id., at 52-53 (citing Renewables Recession: FPL Cutting Wind, Duke Chopping 
Solar, THE ENERGY DAILY, at p. 1, Oct. 28, 2008). 
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transmission development by reducing the risk of non-recovery of costs.53  Such is the 
case here.  We expect that allowing Green Power the opportunity to recover the costs that 
it prudently incurs will help Green Power finance the Project and will assure potential 
investors that they will likely be able to recover some part of their investments.   

51. We find that Green Power has demonstrated a nexus between the risks of the 
Project and the need to recover prudently incurred costs associated with abandonment of 
the Project.  We find that this incentive will be an effective means to encourage the 
Project’s completion.  A primary purpose of the Project is to interconnect wind 
generation being developed in the northern Great Plains and upper Midwest, and 
therefore, the Project faces risks associated with generation developers’ decisions to 
develop or terminate wind projects in that region.  Given the geographic scope of the 
Project, Green Power will need to obtain approvals and siting authorizations in various 
states: North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana.  
In addition, the Project requires approval for inclusion in Midwest ISO’s and PJM’s 
regional expansion plans and the plans of some individual MAPP members54.  These 
factors introduce a significant element of risk, and authorizing the abandoned plant 
incentive will help lessen this risk by providing Green Power with some degree of 
certainty as it moves forward.   

52. We note, however, that if the Project is cancelled before it is completed, it is 
unclear whether Green Power will have any customers from which to recover the costs it 
incurred.  Before it can recover any abandoned plant costs, Green Power states that it 
will, and we require it to, make a filing under section 205 of the FPA to demonstrate that 
the costs were prudently incurred.55  Green Power must also propose in its section 205 
filing a just and reasonable rate and cost allocation method to recover these costs.  Order 
No. 679 specifically requires every utility seeking abandonment recovery to submit such 
a section 205 filing.56  Protesters that are concerned about their potential exposure to 
abandoned plant costs will have an opportunity to comment on any proposal to recover 
such costs if and when Green Power makes the required section 205 filing.  Similarly, 
arguments about whether it was prudent for Green Power to incur specific costs can be 
raised at that time.  

                                              
53 Order No. 679, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 163.  
54 See, Transmittal Letter at 11, 37 & 49.   
55 Id., at 37. 
56 Order No. 679, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 166.   
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b. Regulatory Asset 

i. Green Power Proposal 

53. Green Power states that it currently has no way to recover expenses it incurs in 
connection with the formation of Green Power and/or development of the Project.  
Therefore, to address the risk of not recovering these costs, Green Power seeks deferred 
cost recovery through the creation of several regulatory assets.  Green Power states that 
providing more certainty for cost recovery for these development activities will meet the 
Commission’s objective of encouraging the development of more transmission 
infrastructure. 

54. Under Green Power’s proposal, the initial regulatory asset will include:  (1) all 
applicable start-up and development costs Green Power has incurred to-date and (2) start-
up and development costs going forward.  Green Power will begin to include the initial 
regulatory asset in rate base on January 1 of the year immediately following the year the 
Project has first recorded CWIP charges and will amortize the costs over 10 years.  Green 
Power also proposes to accrue carrying charges on the initial regulatory asset from the 
proposed effective date (April 11, 2009) until such time that the regulatory asset is 
included in rate base.57  Additionally, until there is an approved cost allocation 
methodology for the Project, Green Power requests authorization to include in the 
regulatory asset account carrying charges on items properly includable in its revenue 
requirement under the formula rate.58  

55. Green Power states that the start-up and development costs that it proposes to 
include in the initial regulatory asset are costs that are not capitalized and that are not 
included in CWIP.  These costs include Green Power’s costs associated with efforts to 
establish the formula rate sought in this filing; obtaining the necessary approvals and 
authorizations from state regulators and from various regional transmission 
organizations; and additional costs related to education and outreach to stakeholders on 
the merits of the Project.59  These costs would also include attorney and consultant fees; 
entity formation costs; administrative expenditures; taxes (other than income taxes); 

                                              
57 Green Power will calculate the carrying charges based on the actual cost of 

long-term debt and the ROE that the Commission approves for the Project.  It will use a 
hypothetical capital structure of 60 percent equity 40 percent debt until any portion of the 
Project is placed into service and will use Green Power’s actual capital structure 
thereafter.   

58 Transmittal Letter at 35 and Neff Test. at 11:20-12:2, Exhibit No. GPE-700. 
59 Stibor Test. at 5:12-7:9, Exhibit No. GPE-600. 
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travel costs; and other expenditures related to the corporate structure.  In addition, Green 
Power expects to incur costs related to engineering studies and routing studies, such as 
those to determine the feasibility of the Project and analyses mandated by regulatory 
bodies and regional planning processes related to pre-construction approvals.  Green 
Power states that deferring recovery of these types of costs through the creation of a 
regulatory asset is appropriate because the costs:  (1) would otherwise be chargeable to 
expense in the period incurred; (2) are not recoverable in current rates; and (3) are ones 
for which future recovery is probable.60 

56. After Green Power begins to recover the initial regulatory asset in its revenue 
requirement under the formula rate, Green Power requests permission to create a set of 
new regulatory assets.  Green Power explains that it anticipates incurring costs for 
engineering and routing studies and continued development costs for other portions of the 
Project even after it begins to recover the initial regulatory asset in rate base.  Therefore, 
Green Power proposes to create a new regulatory asset each year (vintage year regulatory 
asset) that will include all on-going development costs, and it will create a new vintage 
year regulatory asset each year until all development activities are complete.  Green 
Power will separately maintain and identify each vintage year regulatory asset such that 
carrying charges will accrue monthly until the regulatory asset is included in rate base.  
The costs in each vintage year regulatory asset will first be included in rate base on 
January 1 of the immediately following year and, like the initial regulatory asset, Green 
Power will amortize each new vintage year regulatory asset over 10 years.  

ii. Comments and Protests 

57. In addition to arguments that the filing is premature, which we address above, 
AMP-Ohio argues that the regulatory asset should not extend to all of the costs Green 
Power incurred in connection with the formation of the partnership.  AMP-Ohio asserts 
that ITC Holdings was not required to create a new limited partnership to develop the 
Project and it is not clear that the decision to create one has any benefit whatsoever to 
consumers, although it undoubtedly does to the owners of ITC Holdings.  In addition, if 
the Commission allows development costs to be included in a regulatory asset, the costs 
should be limited to those essential to the development of the Project and should not 
include legal and other costs incurred to shelter the parent company from risk and 
liability.  Alliant Energy also recommends that, if the regulatory asset is granted, the 
Commission require Green Power to provide semi-annual reports to the Commission 
about the accrued level of costs charged to the regulatory asset in sufficient detail to 
allow stakeholders to reasonably understand the nature of the costs.     

                                              
60 Transmittal Letter at 34. 
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58. RES Americas supports Green Power’s request for a regulatory asset designation.  
It argues that this regulatory asset will enable Green Power to explore the possibility of 
the proposed business model while reducing risks usually inherent to such an exploration. 

iii. Commission Determination 

59. We grant Green Power's request for authorization to create the initial regulatory 
asset, effective April 11, 2009, and subsequent vintage year regulatory assets, effective 
January 1 of each year following the year in which Green Power begins recovering the 
initial regulatory asset.  This will allow Green Power to defer recovery of pre-
construction costs, as well as start-up and development costs, and, to the extent Green 
Power has customers to assess those costs, recover them later.  We find the incentive is 
tailored to Green Power’s risks and challenges because this incentive will provide Green 
Power with added up-front regulatory certainty and can reduce interest expense, improve 
coverage ratios, and facilitate the financing of the Project on good terms.  Granting this 
incentive encourages development of more transmission infrastructure, thereby fulfilling 
the goals of section 219.   

60. We also authorize Green Power’s request to accrue a carrying charge on the initial 
regulatory asset from April 11, 2009, the requested effective date, until the regulatory 
asset is included in rate base.  Subsequent vintage year regulatory assets may also accrue 
carrying charges until the amounts are included in rate base.  Additionally, Green Power 
may accrue carrying charges on items properly includable in its revenue requirement 
under the formula rate, like CWIP, until there is an approved cost allocation methodology 
for the Project.61  We authorize Green Power to amortize each regulatory asset over      
ten years, starting from the date it begins to recover the regulatory asset as part of the 
revenue requirement under its formula rate.  Once Green Power begins to recover the 
initial regulatory asset (or any vintage year regulatory asset) as part of the revenue 
requirement under its formula rate, Green Power will earn a return on the unamortized 
balance of the regulatory asset and, therefore, Green Power must stop accruing carrying 
charges on such regulatory asset. 

61. Like the abandoned plant incentive, if the Project is cancelled before completion, 
it is unclear whether Green Power will have any customers from which to recover the 
costs in a regulatory asset.  Thus, while we provide Green Power with the ability to create 
the initial regulatory asset to record Project-specific start-up, development and pre-
construction costs, Green Power must make a section 205 filing before it starts 
amortizing the initial regulatory asset, as well each vintage year regulatory asset, to 
                                              

61 To the extent Green Power accrues carrying charges on CWIP balances because 
there is not an approved cost allocation methodology for the Project, Green Power cannot 
also accrue AFUDC on those same CWIP balances. 
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demonstrate that the costs included in the regulatory asset were prudently incurred and 
are just and reasonable.  In addition, if the initial regulatory asset includes carrying 
charges on items that would have otherwise been included in Green Power’s revenue 
requirement during a period before the formula rate took effect, Green Power must 
demonstrate in the section 205 filing that the items on which it accrued such carrying 
charges were properly includable in the revenue requirement under its formula rate.  
Parties, such as AMP-Ohio, will be able to challenge these costs at that time.  In addition, 
since Green Power will have to make a future filing before recovering any costs included 
in the regulatory assets, we find that requiring Green Power to submit semi-annual 
reports with the accrued level of costs charged to the regulatory asset is unnecessary.   

c. Construction Work in Progress 

i. Green Power Proposal 

62. Green Power seeks inclusion of 100 percent of CWIP in rate base for the Project 
with a deferred effective date.  Green Power will submit a compliance filing requesting 
authorization to begin charging rates based on a revenue requirement including CWIP at 
least 60 days prior to its requested effective date.62  Green Power states that the CWIP 
incentive will not eliminate negative cash flows during construction of the Project, but it  
will allow for some level of revenues for Green Power and enable it to service its debt, 
which ultimately results in lower borrowings and overall cost savings for the Project.  
Without this cash flow, Green Power states, the cost of borrowing capital to finance 
construction would increase, if it could be secured at all.  Green Power states that at 
minimum this would result in increases to the cost of the Project or it could necessitate 
the outright abandonment of the Project.   

63. Green Power states that the Project will require unprecedented capital 
expenditures during the multi-year construction period, thus creating significant pressures 
on Green Power’s cash flow.  Including 100 percent of CWIP in rate base during 
construction will, according to Green Power, significantly improve cash flow stability 
and will produce a credit rating of investment grade much quicker.  Green Power states 
that the CWIP incentive is designed to ensure that the Project goes forward.  Green 
Power also states that the Commission has recognized the benefits of permitting          
100 percent of CWIP in rate base as an incentive to building needed new transmission, 
and such an incentive is all the more important here where a start-up, independent 
transmission company with no existing rate base is embarking on a major transmission 
expansion project that requires significant levels of new investment. 

                                              
62 Transmittal Letter at 5. 
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ii. Comments and Protests 

64. In addition to arguments that the filing is premature, which we address above, 
Consumers Energy believes the CWIP incentive adequately addresses risks and 
challenges facing the Project. 

iii. Commission Determination 

65. We grant Green Power’s request for the CWIP incentive with a deferred effective 
date.  Green Power must, as it acknowledges,63 make a compliance filing requesting 
authorization to begin charging rates based on a revenue requirement that includes CWIP 
at least 60 days prior to the effective date Green Power ultimately requests.  In Order    
No. 679, the Commission established a policy that allows utilities to include, where 
appropriate, 100 percent of prudently-incurred transmission-related CWIP in rate base.64  
The Commission noted in Order No. 679 that this rate treatment will further the goals of 
section 219 by providing up-front regulatory certainty, rate stability, and improved cash 
flow for applicants, thereby reducing the pressures on their finances caused by investing 
in transmission projects.65   

66. We find that Green Power has shown a nexus between the proposed CWIP 
incentive and its investment in the Project.  The Commission stated in Order No. 679 that 
authorizing inclusion of 100 percent of prudently incurred transmission-related CWIP in 
rate base improves cash flow and eases pressure on applicants’ finances caused by 
transmission development programs.66   Due to the significant investment it presents—
estimated as between $10 billion and $12 billion—and the estimated in service dates 
beginning in 2020, it is appropriate to grant this incentive to Green Power.  Consistent 
with Order No. 679, we find that authorizing 100 percent of CWIP in rate base for the 
Project will facilitate Green Power receiving an investment grade credit rating sooner, 
improve cash flow and lower borrowing costs.  Green Power has also committed to 
employ appropriate accounting controls to prevent charging customers for both 
capitalized allowance for funds used during construction and a return on CWIP for the 
Project, as discussed further below. 

                                              
63 Id. 
64 Order No. 679, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 29 and 117. 
65 Id. P 115. 
66 Id. 
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67. We also find that allowing Green Power to include 100 percent of CWIP in rate 
base for the Project will result in better rate stability for customers.  As we have 
explained in prior orders,67 we find that, without CWIP in rate base, a new project has no 
direct effect on consumer prices until it begins being used to provide service.  If the 
Commission does not permit Green Power to recover a return on CWIP in rate base, the 
Project’s borrowing costs will be accrued over these years and capitalized and recovered 
once each phase of the Project goes into service, along with a return of the investment 
cost through depreciation.  Such a process will increase customers’ bills more 
significantly at the time the Project begins to be placed into service than if the 
Commission were to allow CWIP to be included in rate base.68   

d. Hypothetical Capital Structure 

i. Green Power Proposal 

68. Green Power seeks authorization to use a hypothetical capital structure of            
60 percent equity and 40 percent debt.  Once any portion of the proposed Project is 
placed into service, Green Power will begin using its actual capital structure.  Green 
Power intends to maintain, to the extent possible, a capital structure of 60 percent equity 
and 40 percent debt even during the period that it uses the requested hypothetical capital 
structure.   

69. Green Power proposes to use a hypothetical capital structure because it expects its 
actual capital structure to fluctuate during the development and construction phases of the 
Project due to the timing and frequency of new borrowings and new equity infusions.  
Given the substantial projected cost of the Project and the resulting need for a significant 
amount of investment during the construction phase, the use of a hypothetical capital 
structure until some of the Project assets are placed into service will provide Green Power 
with regulatory certainty, support its efforts to obtain investment grade credit ratings, and 
smooth out the wide swings in the debt to equity ratio that can result from the cash 
demands of the construction.   

70. In addition, Green Power believes its request to use a hypothetical capital structure 
is consistent with Commission’s decision in PATH.69  Green Power also notes that the 
                                              

67 See, e.g., American Elec. Power Co., 116 FERC ¶ 61,059, at P 59 (2006), order 
on reh’g, 118 FERC ¶ 61,041, at P 27 (2007). 

68 We address below Consumers Energy’s comments related to whether the 
Commission should grant both the CWIP incentive and the ROE incentive. 

69 Transmittal Letter at 43 (citing Potomac-Appalachian Transmission Highline, 
L.L.C., 122 FERC ¶ 61,188, at P 55 (2008) (PATH)). 
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equity ratio reflected in its requested hypothetical capital structure is the same as the 
capital structure the Commission has authorized for ITC Holdings’ other regulated 
affiliates – International Transmission and ITC Midwest. 

ii. Comments and Protests 

71. AMP-Ohio believes that Green Power’s proposed 60 percent equity ratio in its 
proposed hypothetical capital structure is too high and will inappropriately increase 
Green Power’s profits and costs to consumers.  It believes that the Commission should 
direct Green Power to use the same 50 percent debt and 50 percent equity capital 
structure the Commission approved in Tallgrass.  Basin Electric argues that Green 
Power’s capital structure proposal is premature and should not be granted until basic 
issues of the Project configuration have been addressed.  Consumer Energy notes that 
Green Power is a wholly owned subsidiary of ITC Holdings, an entity with significant 
assets.  Consumer Energy suggests, therefore, that the Commission should require Green 
Power to use the capital structure of its parent until such time as the first facilities of the 
Project are placed into service, and thereafter Green Power should start using its actual 
capital structure.  

iii. Commission Determination 

72. We find that it is appropriate for Green Power to use a hypothetical capital 
structure of 60 percent equity and 40 percent debt until any portion of the proposed 
Project is placed into service, at which time Green Power states that it will begin using its 
actual capital structure.  This is the same capital structure that the Commission previously 
authorized for two of ITC Holdings’ regulated subsidiaries.70  As Green Power notes, this 
structure has been shown to contribute to those subsidiaries achieving and maintaining 
credit ratings and accessing the capital markets.  Moreover, this hypothetical structure is 
the same as Green Power’s target capital structure, which it will employ at the time that 
any of Green Power’s assets are placed in service. 

73. In Order No. 679-A, the Commission stated that to encourage the development of 
new transmission investment, it will evaluate each proposal on a case-by-case basis and 
will not prescribe specific criteria or set target debt to equity ratios for evaluating 
hypothetical capital structures.71  Furthermore, the Commission said that the use of 
hypothetical capital structures “can be an appropriate ratemaking tool for fostering new 

                                              
70 See ITC Holdings Corp., 102 FERC ¶ 61,182 (2003) and ITC Holdings Corp., 

121 FERC ¶ 61,229 (2007). 
71 Order No. 679-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,236 at P 91. 
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transmission in certain relatively narrow circumstances.”72  The Commission found, 
however, that adoption of such a hypothetical capital structure would require a 
demonstration of the required nexus between the need for a hypothetical capital structure 
and the proposed investment project.73    

74. We find that Green Power has shown a nexus between its proposed hypothetical 
capital structure and its ability to borrow funds during the pre-commercial period for the 
Project.  Green Power will operate as a start-up independent transmission company and 
will have no revenues beyond those received from operation of the Project.  Moreover, 
given the estimated cost of its Project, Green Power will need to raise significant levels of 
new debt and equity capital.  Maintenance of an investment grade credit rating during 
financing will allow Green Power to access a broader base of investors and ultimately 
obtain financing at a reasonable cost, which should lower the overall cost of capital.   

75. We disagree with AMP-Ohio that the 60 percent equity component of Green 
Power’s requested capital structure is too high and that the Commission should grant 
Green Power the same 50 percent debt and 50 percent equity capital structure it granted 
in Tallgrass.  In Tallgrass, the Commission granted what it considered to be just and 
reasonable hypothetical capital structures on the basis of the entire transmission project 
proposal.  As the Commission has stated, it will consider transmission incentive requests 
on a case-by-case basis.  Other than citing to Tallgrass, AMP-Ohio does not provide any 
evidence as to why it believes the 60 percent equity component is too high.  Here, we 
find Green Power’s proposed hypothetical capital structure of 60 percent equity and      
40 percent debt is just and reasonable.74 

76. We also find that Green Power should not be required to use the capital structure 
of its parent, ITC Holdings.  We find that adopting its parent’s capital structure until such 
time that it has its own capital structure would be inappropriate and would go against the 
intent of the hypothetical capital structure incentive discussed in Order No. 679.  Green 
Power’s use of a hypothetical capital structure prior to plant going into service will avoid 

                                              
72 Id. P 93. 
73 Id. 
74 We note that the proposed hypothetical capital structure is within the range of 

actual capital structures for transmission owners.  For example, Green Power’s proposed 
hypothetical capital structure is within the range of the capital structures used in the 
Attachment O rate formula by other investor-owned Midwest ISO Transmission Owners.  
See Attachment O formula calculations for rates taking effect January 2009, posted at 
http://www.midwestiso.org/publish/Document/20b78d_11ef44fc9c0_-
7fb00a48324a?rev=3. 
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reflecting in rates swings in its actual capital structure and will provide a consistent cash 
flow during the construction period when Green Power is expected to have a negative 
cash flow position, therefore assisting in the building of the Project.  

e. Transmission Investment ROE Incentive 

i. Green Power Proposal 

77. Green Power requests a 10 basis point ROE incentive adder in recognition of the 
risk and challenges associated with the Project.75 

ii. Comments and Protests 

78. Consumers Energy contends that Green Power has not distinguished between the 
risks and challenges faced in undertaking the Project that would necessitate the CWIP 
incentive and those that necessitate the requested ROE adder.  Consumers Energy 
believes the CWIP incentive adequately addresses such risks and challenges.  
Accordingly, Consumers Energy states that Green Power should not get both the CWIP 
incentive and the ROE incentive because such incentives are duplicative.  Consumers 
Energy also argues the Green Power has not supported approval of the 10 basis point 
adder because the only justification Green Power provides for that adder is that the        
10 basis points is needed to brings its ROE up to the 12.38 percent ROE that the 
Commission previously approved for Midwest ISO transmission owners. 

79. In addition, Consumers Energy argues that Green Power’s risk assessment ignores 
the risk-reducing effect of having formula transmission rates.  Consumers Energy 
believes that having formula rates in effect guarantees cost recovery, significantly 
reducing the risk associated with a project for which formula rates have been approved.  
Consumers Energy states that if the Commission grants Green Power’s formula rates for 
the Project, the risk reducing effects of formula rates should be considered as an 
offsetting element in Green Power’s overall risk profile and thus result in a reduction in 
any ROE incentive. 

iii. Commission Determination 

80. We grant the 10 basis point incentive adder in recognition of the size, scope, 
benefits, risks and challenges of the Project.  Order No. 679-A makes clear that the most 
compelling case for incentive ROEs are new projects that present special risks or 

                                              
75 Green Power also requests a 50 basis point adder for participation in an RTO 

and a 100 basis point adder for being a transmission-only company, both of which we 
discuss in the next section. 
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challenges, not investments made in the ordinary course.  The investments proposed       
in the Project satisfy this standard.  For example, Green Power must secure approval 
through two RTOs’ and certain individual MAPP utilities’ transmission planning 
processes.  In addition, the Project is estimated to cost between $10 and $12 billion      
and will go through parts of seven states.  The Project is also proposed to consist of         
3,000 miles of 765 kV lines, which is more miles of 765 kV lines than the approximate 
amount in operation in the United States today.  

81. We disagree with Consumers Energy that the ROE incentive adders for the Project 
must be adjusted if we also grant a CWIP incentive and/or allow cost recovery through a 
formula rate.  Order No. 679 did not contemplate a generic rule requiring a reduction in 
the ROE incentive when other incentives are granted.76  The Commission looks at each 
case on an individual basis.  As discussed further below, Green Power’s overall ROE, 
including the incentives granted here, is substantially below the top of the range of 
reasonableness.  Given the size, scope and cost of the Project, Green Power faces risks 
and challenges that warrant the adder without any reduction due to the granting of CWIP.  
We are not persuaded by the parties’ protests that the 10 basis point incentive is 
unreasonable in these circumstances.  

3. RTO and Transco77 ROE Incentives 

a. Green Power Proposal 

82. In addition to the 10 basis point ROE adder, Green Power requests two additional 
ROE incentives under Order No. 679:  (1) a 50 basis point ROE adder for participation in 
an RTO;78 and (2) a 100 basis point ROE adder in recognition of its status as an 
independent transmission-only company. 

                                              
76 See, e.g., Pioneer, 126 FERC ¶ 61,281 at 60; Tallgrass, 125 FERC ¶ 61,248 at  

P 61; and Pepco Holdings, Inc. 125 FERC ¶ 61,130, at P 75 (2008). 
77 For purposes of transmission investment incentives, a Transco is a stand-alone 

transmission company that has been approved by the Commission and that sells 
transmission services at wholesale and/or on an unbundled retail basis, regardless of 
whether it is affiliated with another public utility.  See Order No. 679, FERC Stats.         
& Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 201.  

78 Green Power states that it will apply to become a transmission owning RTO 
participant as soon as appropriate Project assets exist, the Project has been approved by a 
planning process, and a cost allocation method for the Project has been authorized.  See 
Transmittal Letter at 62. 
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b. Comments and Protests 

83. Consumers Energy believes that if the Commission grants the 100 basis point 
adder based on Green Power’s status as an independent transmission company, the 
Commission should condition such approval on Green Power not partnering with a 
generation owning entity.   

84. Other protesters also contend that if the Commission grants Green Power an ROE 
incentive based on RTO membership, the Commission should allow such ROE incentive 
to become effective only once all of the Project’s facilities are placed under the 
operational control of an RTO and the Project has been formally approved for inclusion 
in a regional transmission expansion plan. 

c. Commission Determination 

85. We grant Green Power’s request for a 50 basis point incentive adder based on 
Green Power’s commitment to participate in an RTO.  This adder will become effective 
on the date Green Power becomes a transmission owning member of an RTO and places 
the Project under an RTO’s operational control.79  Our decision to grant Green Power’s 
incentive ROE for participation in an RTO is consistent with the stated purpose of   
section 219 of the FPA.  The incentive applies to all utilities joining a transmission 
organization and is intended to encourage participation in an RTO.80   

86. We grant the 100 basis point incentive adder based on Green Power’s status as an 
independent transmission company.  This adder will become effective on April 11, 2009, 
as requested.  The Commission has found that the singular focus of transmission-only 
companies, the elimination of competition for capital between generation and 
transmission investments, and the access to capital markets all support the value of the 
transmission-only business model for getting new transmission built.81  In addition, the 
purpose of our policy of incentives for transmission-only companies is to build much 
needed transmission infrastructure, and Green Power’s proposal is consistent with this 
policy.  It is for these reasons that the Commission adopted incentive-based rate 

                                              
79 See, e.g., San Diego Gas & Elec. Co., 118 FERC ¶ 61,073, at P 25-26 (2007).  
80 Id. P 26 (finding that there are considerable benefits associated with a utility’s 

membership in a regional transmission organization). 
81 See Order No. 679, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 222-223. 
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treatments applicable to transmission-only companies that would both encourage 
formation of these entities and attract investment.82   

87. Our approval of the 100 basis point adder is based on Green Power’s existing 
status as fully-owned subsidiary of ITC Holdings, a fully independent transmission-only 
company.  We note, however, that Green Power states that it is actively exploring the 
potential for partnering with other companies in developing the Project, including 
generation-owning utilities in the region.  Therefore, as a condition of the 100 basis point 
Transco incentive adder, we require Green Power to promptly inform the Commission of 
any changes in its partnership agreement, or any other agreement, or new facts (including 
but not limited to any new financial interests acquired in or by market participants) so 
that we can ensure that Green Power continues to qualify for the Transco incentive.83  

4. Nexus with Total Package of Incentives  

88. We find that Green Power has shown that, consistent with Order No. 679-A, the 
total package of incentives is tailored to address the demonstrable risks or challenges 
faced by Green Power.84  Consistent with Order No. 679, the Commission has, in prior 
cases, approved multiple rate incentives for particular projects.85  This is consistent with 
our interpretation of FPA section 219 as authorizing the Commission to approve more 
than one incentive rate treatment for an applicant proposing a new transmission project, 
as long as each incentive is justified by a showing that it satisfies the requirements of 
FPA section 219 and there is a nexus between the incentives being proposed and the 
investment being made.  Here, as discussed above, Green Power has explained why it is 
seeking each incentive and how each is relevant to the proposed Project.  Thus, we find 
that Green Power has shown a nexus for the total package of incentives.   

                                              
82 See Order No. 679-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,236 at P 77. 
83 The Commission will consider granting incentives to Transcos with various 

business models and arrangements and does not exclude affiliated Transcos with active 
ownership by market participants.  However, an applicant must demonstrate the value of 
its particular affiliated Transco proposal.  The Commission considers the eligibility of 
such arrangements for incentives based on a showing of how the specific characteristics 
of a proposed Transco affect its ability and propensity to increase transmission 
investment.  See Order No. 679, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,222 at P 201-202. 

84 See Order No. 679-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,236 at P 21, 27. 
85 See, e.g., PATH, 122 FERC ¶ 61,188; Southern California Edison Co.,           

121 FERC ¶ 61,168 (2007). 
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89. Further, we find that Green Power has appropriately tailored the requested 
incentives to the unique challenges facing the Project.  As we discuss above, the CWIP 
and regulatory asset incentives are designed to provide Green Power with up-front 
regulatory certainty, rate stability, and improved cash flow, thereby easing the pressures 
on its finances caused by transmission development programs.  The abandonment 
incentive will encourage transmission development by reducing the risk of non-recovery 
of prudently incurred costs associated with abandoned transmission projects if such 
abandonment is outside of management’s control.  The incentive ROE adder for new 
transmission, together with the 50 basis point adder for RTO membership and 100 basis 
points for transmission-only status, are designed to facilitate Green Power’s ability to 
raise capital, given the challenges of securing the Project’s approval from numerous state 
regulatory bodies and various transmission planning processes.  

C. Section 205 Demonstration 

1. Range of Reasonableness 

a. Green Power Proposal 

90. Green Power’s overall ROE of 12.38 percent (inclusive of the total 160 basis 
points in incentive adders discussed above) reflects a base return on equity of             
10.78 percent.  In support of its base return on equity, Green Power performs a DCF 
analysis that results in a range of reasonableness with a high-end of 16.14 percent and a 
low-end of 8.48 percent, which yields a midpoint of 12.31 percent and a median of   
10.78 percent.  Green Power’s proxy group has 11 companies within SPP, Midwest ISO 
and PJM that had Corporate Credit Ratings (CCRs) between BBB- and BBB+ (Green 
Power uses its parent company’s (ITC Holdings) CCR, which is BBB), have investment 
grade bond ratings, had no dividend cuts or mergers and acquisitions, have sustainable 
growth rates and have estimated cost of equity above their cost of debt. 

b. Comments and Protests 

91. No party protested Green Power’s DCF analysis. 

c. Commission Determination 

92. We grant Green Power an overall ROE of 12.38 percent, inclusive of the 160 basis 
point incentive adders described above, subject to the conditions regarding the RTO and 
Transco incentive adders.  We find that Green Power’s proposed base return on equity of 
10.78 percent is reasonable because the Commission’s analysis supports a median return 
on equity of 10.79 percent and a range of reasonableness of 8.91 percent through      
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14.29 percent.86  Moreover, no party protests Green Power’s DCF analysis.  Accordingly, 
we exclude the base return on equity and zone of reasonableness issues from the hearing 
we order below. 

2. Formula Rate 

a. Green Power Proposal 

93. Green Power proposes to implement a forward-looking formula rate similar to 
formula rates that the Commission has accepted for Green Power’s affiliates 
(International Transmission, METC, and ITC Midwest).87  Green Power requests a 
deferred effective date for the formula rate until the Project is included in a regional 
transmission expansion plan as part of an Order No. 890 compliant transmission planning 
process and an appropriate cost allocation proposal is accepted by the Commission.88  
The formula rate will serve as the basis for calculating the annual transmission revenue 
requirement for Green Power as an independent, stand-alone transmission company in 
Midwest ISO and PJM.  Accordingly, Green Power requests the Commission accept for 
filing a formula rate under which the costs of the Project ultimately will be recoverable 
through the open access tariffs of Midwest ISO and PJM.  Green Power states that as 
filed, the formula rate will establish a revenue requirement and will result in transmission 
service rates when the actual cost allocation for the Project is known. 

94. Green Power states that, like the forward-looking formula rates the Commission 
approved for International Transmission, METC, and ITC Midwest, Green Power’s base 
formula rate is designed to track increases and decreases in costs and investment.  A true-
up mechanism implemented following the end of a rate period ensures that any difference 
in revenue collections from Green Power’s actual revenue requirement during the rate 

                                              
86 The Commission’s proxy group has six companies within SPP, Midwest ISO 

and PJM that have CCRs between BBB- and BBB+; have investment grade bond ratings; 
have had no recent dividend cuts; are not involved in any merger or acquisition activities; 
have sustainable growth rates; and have estimated costs of equity approximately equal to 
or above their cost of debt. 

87 See International Transmission Co., 116 FERC ¶ 61,036 (2006); Michigan Elec. 
Transmission Co. LLC, 117 FERC ¶ 61,314 (2006); and ITC Holdings Corp., 121 FERC 
¶ 61,229 (2007).   

88 Transmittal Letter at 61. 
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period is addressed via an adjustment (with interest) to the annual transmission revenue 
requirement in a subsequent rate period.89 

95. Pursuant to the formula rate structure proposed, Green Power will estimate, by 
September 1 of each year, its revenue requirement for the following year with respect to 
the facilities in service, or to be placed in service, or under construction during that 
following year.  This estimated revenue requirement will then be used by Midwest ISO 
and PJM to update the required attachments to their tariffs, under which Green Power 
will recover the costs of its facilities.  When Green Power files its Form No. 1 for the 
year in which the revenue requirement was estimated, Green Power’s transmission 
revenues for that year will be trued up against the actual net revenue requirement, and 
refunds or additional collections will be reflected in the Midwest ISO and PJM tariff 
schedules in a subsequent year.  

96. With respect to its initial rates and prior to the period before Green Power would 
be required to file a Form No. 1, Green Power proposes to make a compliance filing at 
least on an annual basis that would contain the relevant information relating to the 
company’s expenses and rates that would be identified in a Form No. 1. 

b. Comments and Protests 

97. Some protesters request that the Commission suspend and set the formula rate and 
related protocols for hearing and settlement judge procedures.  In addition to arguments 
that the formula rate is premature, Midwest TDUs state that the protocols submitted by 
Green Power are not defined and lack customer protections and the Commission should 
defer the formula rate protocols and set them for settlement judge and hearing procedures 
at the appropriate time.  Further, Midwest TDUs state that the Commission should clarify 
that any approvals granted herein are subject to future protocols once cost allocation 
methodologies have been adopted.   

98. Xcel states that Green Power has proposed accelerated depreciation rates for 
several items, without discussing the justification for this ratemaking incentive under 
Order No. 679.  Specifically, Xcel states that Green Power proposes a depreciation rate of 
10 percent (with a 10 year average service life) for items in Account No. 393, store 
equipment, of the Uniform System of Accounts (USofA).  Xcel states that it is concerned 
about the impacts to customers of the aggressive depreciation requested by Green Power 
and believes that a clearer justification and understanding of the costs at issue is needed 
before those costs should be imposed on customers.  Xcel also states that Green Power’s 
filing did not expressly seek accelerated depreciation treatment for these investments 
under Order No. 679, nor did it demonstrate how this aspect of the Proposal meets the 

                                              
89 Neff Test. at 5:5-15, Exhibit No. GPE-700. 
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nexus test to receive accelerated depreciation as a transmission rate incentive.  It 
therefore argues that Green Power’s formula rate employing the accelerated depreciation 
rates cannot be approved as just and reasonable based upon the information provided in 
the filing. 

99. In addition, Consumers Energy states the annual compliance filing Green Power 
commits to make prior to Green Power having to file a Form No. 1 must contain 
information in the same format, and with at least the same level of granularity, as the 
information that is required to be provided in a Form No. 1.  Xcel Energy states that the 
proposed formula rates are procedurally flawed because Green Power does not have the 
right to make unilateral filings to the Midwest ISO or PJM tariffs under section 205 of the 
FPA, and Green Power filed its proposed formula rates for inclusion in the tariffs without 
coordinating with Midwest ISO or PJM.  PJM also argues that Green Power is asking the 
Commission for actual rate approval, and if the Commission accepts the formula rate for 
inclusion in the PJM tariff, the Commission will be prejudging the outcome of the PJM 
transmission planning process. 

c. Green Power’s Answer 

100. Green Power states that there is no need for hearings related to the formula rate.  
Green Power states that the formula rate is just and reasonable and is consistent with 
those approved previously for the ITC Holdings operating companies.90  Further, with 
respect to the depreciation rate of 10 percent for Account No. 393, Green Power states 
that the depreciation rate is based on an estimate of average service life and net salvage 
and that Green Power took into account the ITC Holdings operating companies’ 
experience with owning and operating similar facilities.  In addition, Green Power states, 
the Commission has previously accepted a 10 year average service life for Account     
No. 393.91 

101. In response to concerns about its filing rights, Green Power states that it is not 
seeking to modify any RTO tariffs and states that modification of the RTO tariffs should 
come as a section 205 filing by the RTOs or by means of a section 206 filing.92 

                                              
90 Green Power March 23, 2009 Answer (Green Power Answer) at 29. 
91 Id. at 28 (citing filing accepted in Duke Power Energy Co. LLC, Docket         

No. ER06-1040-000 (June 29, 2006) (unpublished delegated letter order)). 
92 Id. at 29-30. 
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d. Commission Determination 

102. Green Power’s formula rates and rate protocols raise issues of material fact that 
cannot be resolved based on the record before us, and are more appropriately addressed 
in the hearing ordered below.  Our preliminary analysis indicates that Green Power’s 
proposal has not been shown to be just and reasonable and may be unjust and 
unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or preferential, or otherwise unlawful.  Therefore, 
we will accept Green Power’s formula rates subject to refund, and set them for hearing 
and settlement judge procedures.  At the hearing, Green Power will be required to 
demonstrate the justness and reasonableness of its proposal except to the extent we have 
made a summary finding herein. 

103. While we are setting these matters for a trial-type evidentiary hearing, we 
encourage the parties to make every effort to settle their disputes before hearing 
procedures are commenced.  To aid the parties in their settlement efforts, we will hold the 
hearing in abeyance and direct that a settlement judge be appointed, pursuant to Rule 603 
of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure.93  If the parties desire, they may, 
by mutual agreement, request a specific judge as a settlement judge in the proceeding; 
otherwise the Chief Judge will select a judge for this purpose.94  The settlement judge 
shall report to the Chief Judge and the Commission within 30 days of appointment of the 
settlement judge concerning the status of settlement discussions.  Based on this report, 
the Chief Judge shall provide the parties with additional time to continue their settlement 
discussions or provide for the commencement of a hearing by assigning the case to a 
presiding judge. 

104. Nonetheless, we find that we can narrow the scope of the hearing by making a 
summary finding involving certain formula components.  We accept four rate incentives, 
as discussed above, and those incentives are not set for hearing; however, the formula 
calculations that reflect those incentives may be addressed in the hearing.  Generally, 
when the formula rate includes a placeholder for an incentive that requires a future 
section 205 filing, the Commission requires a placeholder equal to zero in the amount 
column.95  Having summarily determined the ROE of 12.38 percent (reflecting a base 
                                              

93 18 C.F.R. § 385.603 (2008). 
94 If the parties decide to request a specific judge, they must make their request to 

the Chief Judge by telephone at 202-502-8500 within five days of the date of this order. 
The Commission’s website contains a listing of Commission judges and a summary of 
their background and experience (www.ferc.gov - click on Office of Administrative Law 
Judges). 

95 See, e.g., American Elec. Power Serv. Corp., 120 FERC ¶ 61,025, at P 36-37 
(2007). 
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ROE of 10.78, 50 basis points for participation in an RTO, 100 basis points for being a 
Transco, and 10 basis points for the risks and challenges of the proposed Project) and the 
range of reasonableness, as discussed, those issues are not included in the hearing and 
settlement procedures.  In addition, we find that concerns about Green Power not having 
the right to file revisions to the Midwest ISO and PJM tariffs are unwarranted.  Green 
Power filed pro forma tariff sheets, which will need to be replaced by actual tariff sheets.  
Green Power acknowledges that there will need to be a future filing under section 205 or 
206 of the FPA before any tariff sheets are incorporated into the Midwest ISO and/or 
PJM tariffs. 

D. Accounting Issues  

1. Incentive for Inclusion of 100 Percent of CWIP in Rate Base 

105. Under Order No. 679 and the Commission’s regulations, an applicant must 
propose accounting procedures that ensure that customers will not be charged for both 
capitalized AFUDC and corresponding amounts of CWIP in rate base.96  To satisfy this 
requirement, Green Power states that it will use its fixed asset accounting system, 
PowerPlant, to exclude projects that are permitted to include CWIP in rate base from 
accruing AFUDC.97  Additionally, Green Power states that the fixed asset accounting 
system requires certain basic information to establish a work order, such as whether the 
work order is eligible for AFUDC.  Green Power claims these accounting procedures will 
assure that AFUDC is not capitalized on CWIP included in rate base.  Further, Green 
Power notes that these controls are subject to internal monitoring and the overall control 
framework is subject to external auditor procedures and attestation annually.98  The 
Commission finds that Green Power’s proposed procedures demonstrate that it has 
accounting procedures and internal controls in place to prevent recovery of AFUDC to 
the extent it is allowed to include CWIP in rate base. 

106. Public utilities that receive a current return on CWIP by including CWIP in rate 
base recover this cost in a different period than it would ordinarily be charged to expense 
under the general requirements of the Commission's USofA.  To promote comparability 
of financial information between entities, the Commission has required a specific 
accounting treatment or the use of footnote disclosures to recognize the economic effects 

                                              
96 18 C.F.R. § 35.25 (2008) (recovery of construction work in progress in rate 

base). 
97 Stibor Test. at 12, Exhibit No. GPE-600. 
98 Id. at 13. 
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of having CWIP in rate base.99  Green Power requests authorization to use footnote 
disclosures consistent with disclosures previously authorized by the Commission.100  We 
will authorize Green Power to provide footnote disclosures in the notes to the financial 
statements of its annual FERC Form No. 1 and its quarterly FERC Form No. 3-Q that:  
(1) fully explain the impact of the CWIP in rate base; (2) include details of AFUDC not 
capitalized because of the incentive allowing CWIP in rate base for the current year, the 
previous two years, and the sum of all years; and (3) include a partial balance sheet 
consisting of the Assets and Other Debits section of the balance sheet to include the 
amount of AFUDC not capitalized because of the inclusion of CWIP in rate base. 

2. Regulatory Asset Treatment 

107. Green Power proposes to record the regulatory assets in Account No. 182.3, Other 
Regulatory Assets, and to accrue carrying charges on the regulatory assets.101  Green 
Power proposes to charge carrying charges of the regulatory assets to Account No. 182.3, 
with the interest component credited to Account No. 431, Other Interest Expenses and the 
equity component charged to Account No. 407.4, Regulatory Credits.  Green Power 
proposes to record the amortization to Account No. 566 “Miscellaneous Transmission 
Expenses” such that it is recoverable through the formula rate design.102 

108. For accounting purposes, we accept Green Power’s proposal to utilize Account 
No. 182.3 to record all pre-construction period expenses that are not recovered as CWIP.  
The regulatory asset may only include amounts that would otherwise be chargeable to 
expense in the period incurred, are not recoverable in current rates, and are probable for 
recovery in rates in a different period.103  Furthermore, the instructions to Account       
                                              

99 See American Transmission Co. LLC, 105 FERC ¶ 61,388, at P 37-40 (2003), 
order on reh'g, 107 FERC ¶ 61,117, at P 16-17 (2004); Trans-Allegheny Interstate Line 
Co., 119 FERC ¶ 61,219, at P 44-45, order on reh’g, 121 FERC ¶ 61,009 (2007); 
Tallgrass, 125 FERC ¶ 61,248 at P 80. 

100 Stibor Test. at 11-12, Exhibit No. GPE-600. 
101 Id. at 6. 
102 Neff Test. at 15, Exhibit No. GPE-700. 
103 The term “probable” as used in the definition of regulatory assets, refers to that 

which can reasonably be expected or believed on the basis of available evidence or logic 
but is neither certain nor proved.  Revisions to Uniform Systems of Accounts to Account 
for Allowances under the Clear Air Act Amendments of 1990 and Regulatory-Created 
Assets and Liabilities and to Form Nos. 1, 1-F, 2, and 2-A, Order No. 552, FERC Stats. 
& Regs., Regulations Preambles January 1991-June 1996 ¶ 30,967 (1993). 

javascript:rDoDocLink('NON:%20FERC-FEG-05%20P30967%20');
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No. 182.3 require that amounts deferred in this account are to be charged to expense 
concurrently with the recovery of the amounts in rates.  If rate recovery of all or part of 
the costs deferred in Account No. 182.3 is later disallowed, the disallowed amount shall 
be charged to Account No. 426.5, Other Deductions, in the year of disallowance.   

109. Green Power proposes to accrue carrying charges on each vintage year regulatory 
asset balance until it is included in rate base by charging Account No. 182.3 and crediting 
Account No. 431 and Account No. 407.4.  However, carrying charges on regulatory 
assets are properly recorded by crediting Account No. 421, Miscellaneous Nonoperating 
Income.104  Therefore, Green Power must adjust its accounting for carrying charges 
accordingly. 

3. Income Taxes 

110. Green Power is a limited partnership and is not subject to federal taxation.  
Instead, the tax obligations incurred through its operations are reported on the tax return 
of its corporate parent, ITC.105  For ratemaking purposes, the Commission treats pass-
through entities such as Green Power as though they are corporations and allows them to 
receive an income tax allowance for the tax liability ultimately paid by its corporate 
parent.  Therefore, we require Green Power to maintain its books of account based on the 
Commission’s USofA as if it were a corporation, including the deferred income tax 
accounting requirements of the USofA.106 

111. Green Power also states that the creation of the regulatory assets will trigger the 
recognition of a deferred tax liability for the book and tax basis difference of the 
regulatory assets.  Green Power proposes not to recognize the deferred tax liability 

                                              
104 Revisions to Uniform Systems of Accounts to Account for Allowances under the 

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and Regulatory-Created Assets and Liabilities and to 
Form Nos. 1, 1-F, 2, and 2-A, Order No. 552, 58 Fed. Reg. 17,982 (April 7, 1993). 

105 Stibor Test. at 13-14, Exhibit No. GPE-600. 
106 Commission policy requires Green Power to follow the income tax accounting 

requirements of the Uniform System of Accounts prescribed in General Instructions    
No. 18, Comprehensive Interperiod Income Tax Allocation; and Text to Account 190, 
Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes, Account 236, Taxes Accrued, Account 281, 
Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes-Accelerated Amortization Property, Account 282, 
Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes-Other Property, and Account 283, Accumulated 
Deferred Income Taxes-Other, 18 C.F.R. Part 101 (2008).  See PATH, 122 FERC            
¶ 61,188 at P 157. 
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relating to the regulatory assets until it is included in rate base to achieve consistent rate 
treatment.   

112. Green Power’s proposal to defer recognition of the deferred tax liability relating to 
the regulatory assets is inconsistent with the Commission’s income tax accounting 
requirements.  A regulatory asset is a temporary difference for which deferred income 
taxes must be recognized and recorded in Account No. 281, Accumulated Deferred 
Income Taxes-Accelerated Amortization Property, Account No. 282, Accumulated 
Deferred Income Taxes-Other Property, and Account No. 283, Accumulated Deferred 
Income Taxes-Other, as appropriate.107  Therefore, for accounting purposes, Green Power 
must recognize all deferred tax assets and liabilities in the periods in which differences 
between book accounting income and taxable income arise, including those related to 
regulatory assets.   

E. Request for Waivers 

113. Green Power requests waiver of section 35.3 of the Commission’s regulations to 
permit an effective date of more than 120 days after this filing for the formula rate and 
CWIP aspects of this proposal.  Further, Green Power requests temporary waiver of 
Order No. 614108 for the proposed pro forma tariff sheets.  Green Power states that if the 
formula rate is accepted, Green Power will refile the tariff sheets with the appropriate 
tariff sheet designations in compliance with Order No. 614.  Green Power states that no 
expenses or costs in connection with this tariff filing have been alleged or judged in any 
administrative or judicial proceeding to be illegal, duplicative, or unnecessary costs that 
are demonstrably the product of discriminatory employment practices.109 

114. Green Power requests waiver of any applicable regulations to allow the filing to 
take effect in the manner prescribed.  Green Power states that the statements it provided 
and the supporting testimony demonstrate the reasonableness of the proposed formula 
rate structure.  Green Power further states that detailed cost-of-service statements (as 
required by section 35.13) are not necessary and waiver of these requirements would be 
consistent with Commission precedent because  its proposed formula rate will produce an 

                                              
107 Accounting for Income Taxes, Docket No. AI93-5-000 (April 23, 1993). 
108 Designation of Electric Rate Schedule Sheets, Order No. 614, FERC Stats.      

& Regs. ¶ 31,096 (2000). 
109 Transmittal Letter at 74. 
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annual revenue requirement based on the actual costs reflected in Green Power’s FERC 
Form No. 1.110  There were no comments on the waiver requests. 

115. We grant Green Power’s request for temporary waiver of Order No. 614 and 
accept its commitment to refile the tariff sheets with the appropriate tariff sheet 
designations in its future section 205 filing to make the formula rate effective.  We will 
also grant Green Power’s request for waiver of section 35.3 for the formula rate and 
CWIP.  In addition, we also grant Green Power’s request for waiver of section 35.13 
requirements pertaining to the filing of cost statements, consistent with our prior approval 
of formula rates.111  Nonetheless, to the extent that parties in the hearing procedures 
ordered herein can show the relevance of additional information needed to evaluate this 
proposal, the presiding judge can provide for appropriate discovery of such information. 

F. Other Issues  

116. LS Power requests that the Commission:  (1) clarify that transmission incentive 
rates and accounting treatment, in particular abandoned plant cost recovery and 
regulatory asset treatment, are available to merchant transmission developers on the same 
terms and conditions that they are to an existing transmission owner (or its affiliate); and 
(2) explain what mechanisms are available to merchant developers to recover those costs.  
In addition, National Wind advocates for an open-season subscription process that would 
exist outside of the RTOs to ensure that the Project receives the proper attention it needs.  
Fox Ridge, Horizon Wind, and Crownbutte Wind request information on how to 
interconnect to the Project.   

117. We find that incentives for other potential projects and questions about the process 
for securing transmission service over or interconnection with the Project are issues that 
are beyond the scope of this proceeding.   

The Commission orders: 
 

(A) Green Power’s proposed pro forma tariff sheets are hereby conditionally 
accepted for filing, suspended and set for hearing and settlement judge procedures, as 
described below.  The effective date for the proposed pro forma tariff sheets is deferred 
until the Green Power Project:  (1) is approved by a Commission-approved regional  

                                              
110 See, e.g., Tallgrass, 125 FERC ¶ 61,248 at P 95; Commonwealth Edison Co., 

119 FERC ¶ 61,238, at P 94 (2007); Oklahoma Gas & Electric Co., 122 FERC ¶ 61,071, 
at P 41 (2008). 

 
111 Id. 
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transmission planning processes; and (2) the Commission approves a cost allocation 
mechanism for the Project, as discussed more fully above. 
 

(B) We direct Green Power to make a compliance filing requesting an effective 
date for its formula rate and proposing actual tariff sheets to replace the pro forma tariff 
sheets at least 60 days prior to its requested effective date. 
 

(C) Green Power’s request for the CWIP incentives is hereby granted, effective 
concurrent with the ultimate effective date for Green Power’s formula rate, as discussed 
more fully above. 
 

(D) Green Power’s request for abandoned plant, regulatory asset and 
hypothetical capital structure incentives, and its request for a 10 basis point ROE adder 
for new transmission and a 100 basis points for being a Transco, are hereby granted, 
effective April 11, 2009, as discussed more fully above. 
 

(E) Green Power’s request for a 50 basis points ROE adder for RTO 
participation is hereby granted, effective on the date Green Power becomes a 
transmission owning member of an RTO and places the Project under an RTO’s 
operational control, as discussed more fully above. 
 

(F) Pursuant to the authority contained in and subject to the jurisdiction 
conferred upon the Commission by section 402(a) of the Department of Energy 
Organization Act and by the Federal Power Act (FPA),112 particularly sections 205 and 
206 thereof, and pursuant to the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure and the 
regulations under the FPA (18 C.F.R. Chapter I), a public hearing shall be held 
concerning the issues outlined above in Docket No. ER09-681-000.  However, the 
hearing shall be held in abeyance to provide time for settlement judge procedures, as 
discussed in Ordering Paragraphs (G) – (I) below. 
 

(G) Pursuant to Rule 603 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure, 
18 C.F.R. § 385.603 (2008), the Chief Administrative Law Judge is hereby directed to 
appoint a Settlement Judge in this proceeding within fifteen (15) days of the date of this 
order.  Such Settlement Judge shall have all the powers and duties enumerated in Rule 
603 and shall convene a settlement conference as soon as practicable after the Chief 
Judge designates the Settlement Judge.  If the parties decide to request a specific judge, 
they must make their request to the Chief Judge in writing or by telephone within five  
(5) days of the date of this order. 
 

                                              
112 16 U.S.C. § 824e (2006). 
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(H) Within thirty (30) days of the date of this order, the Settlement Judge shall 
file a report with the Commission and the Chief Judge on the status of the settlement 
discussions.  Based on this report, the Chief Judge shall provide the parties with 
additional time to continue their settlement discussions, if appropriate, or assign this case 
to a presiding judge for a trial-type evidentiary hearing, if appropriate.  If settlement 
discussions continue, the Settlement Judge shall file a report at least every sixty (60) days 
thereafter, informing the Commission and the Chief Judge of the parties’ progress toward 
settlement. 
 

(I) If settlement judge procedures fail and a trial-type evidentiary hearing is     
to be held, a presiding judge, to be designated by the Chief Judge, shall, within             
fifteen (15) days of the date of the presiding judge’s designation, convene a prehearing 
conference in this proceeding in a hearing room of the Commission, 888 First Street, NE, 
Washington, DC 20426.  Such a conference shall be held for the purpose of establishing a 
procedural schedule.  The presiding judge is authorized to establish procedural dates and 
to rule on all motions (except motions to dismiss) as provided in the Commission’s Rules 
of Practice and Procedure. 

 
By the Commission. 
 
( S E A L ) 
 
 
 

Nathaniel J. Davis, Sr., 
Deputy Secretary. 
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Appendix A – Parties and Abbreviations 
 

Parties that submitted timely interventions or interventions with comments and/or 
protests: 
Acciona Wind Energy USA, LLC  
Allegheny Power & Trans-Allegheny Interstate Line Company  
Allete, Inc. 
Alliant Energy Corporate Services, Inc. (Alliant Energy) 
Ameren Services Company 
American Electric Power Services Corporation  
American Municipal Power-Ohio (AMP-Ohio) 
American Transmission Company LLC 
American Wind Energy Association and Wind on the Wires 
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company 
Basin Electric Power Cooperative (Basin Electric) 
CapX2020 Participants113 
Central Iowa Power Cooperative  
Certain Midwest ISO Transmission Owners114 
Coalition of Midwest Transmission Customers  
Constellation Energy Commodities Group, Inc., Constellation NewEnergy, Inc.              

& Constellation Power Source Generation, Inc.  
Consumers Energy Company (Consumers Energy) 
Crownbutte Wind Power, Inc.  (Crownbutte Wind) 
Dairyland Power Cooperative (Dairyland) 
Dayton Power and Light Company 
Delaware Public Service Commission  
Denali Energy & Montgomery Power Partners (Craig Fink) (Denali Energy Partners) 

                                              
113 CapX 2020 Participants joining this filing are Central Minnesota Municipal 

Power Agency, Dairyland, Great River, Minnesota Power, Missouri River Energy 
Services, Otter Tail, Rochester Public Utilities, Southern Minnesota Municipal Power 
Agency, the Northern States Power Company of Minnesota, Northern States Power 
Company of Wisconsin, and WPPI Energy. 

 
114 The Certain Midwest ISO Transmission Owners for this filing consist of: City 

of Columbia Water and Light Department (Columbia, MO); City Water, Light & Power 
(Springfield, IL); Duke Energy Business Services, LLC for Duke Energy Ohio, Inc., 
Duke Energy Indiana, Inc., and Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc.; Indianapolis Power & Light 
Company; Michigan Public Power Agency; Northern Indiana Public Service Company; 
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Company; Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc.; and 
Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc. 
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Dominion Resources Services, Inc.  
Duquesne Light Company 
Electric Transmission America 
Exelon Corporation  
FirstEnergy Service Company 
Great River Energy (Great River) 
Hoosier Energy Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc.  
Horizon Wind Energy LLC (Horizon Wind) 
Iberdrola Renewables, Inc. 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission 
Indicated PJM and Midwest ISO Members115 
Integrys Energy Group (Integrys) 
Iowa Office of Consumer Advocate 
Iowa Utilities Board 
LS Power Associates, L.P. (LS Power) 
Michigan Public Service Commission 
MidAmerican Energy Company 
Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc.  
Midwest TDUs116 

                                              
115 American Transmission Systems, Incorporated, The Cleveland Electric 

Illuminating Company, Jersey Central Power & Light Company, Metropolitan Edison 
Company, Ohio Edison Company, Pennsylvania Electric Company, and Pennsylvania 
Power Company, all subsidiaries of FirstEnergy Corp.; Baltimore Gas and Electric 
Company; Virginia Electric and Power Company; Monongahela Power Company, The 
Potomac Edison Company and West Penn Power Company, all doing business as 
Allegheny Power, and Trans-Allegheny Interstate Line Company; Pepco Holdings, Inc., 
and its subsidiaries Potomac Electric Power Company, Delmarva Power & Light 
Company, and Atlantic City Electric Company; Public Service Electric and Gas 
Company, PSEG Energy Resources & Trade LLC, PSEG Power LLC; Old Dominion 
Electric Cooperative; PPL Electric Utilities Corporation; Exelon Corporation on behalf of 
its operating company affiliates Commonwealth Edison Company (and its wholly-owned 
subsidiary Commonwealth Edison Company of Indiana, Inc.) and PECO Energy 
Company; Dayton Power and Light Company. 

116 Midwest TDUs includes Great Lakes Utilities, Lincoln Electric System, 
Madison Gas & Electric Company, Midwest Municipal Transmission Group, Missouri 
Joint Municipal Electric Utility Commission, Missouri River Energy Services, Southern 
Minnesota Municipal Power Agency, and WPPI Energy. 
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Minnesota Public Utilities Commission & Minnesota Office of Energy Security 
Montana Consumer Counsel 
Montana Public Service Commission 
Montana-Dakota Utilities  
NextEra Energy Resources, LLC  
North Carolina Agencies117 
North Dakota Public Service Commission 
Northern Indiana Public Service Company 
NorthWestern Energy Corporation 
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative  
Otter Tail Power Company (Otter Tail) 
Pepco Holdings Inc.  
PHI Companies118 
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM) 
PPL Electric Utilities Corporation  
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin 
Public Service Electric and Gas Company & PSEG Energy Resources & Trade LLC      

& PSEG Power LLC  
Renewable Energy Systems Americas Inc. (RES Americas) 
Root River Energy, LLC 
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission 
Southern Illinois Power Cooperative 
The Detroit Edison Company 
Western Area Power Administration 
Wind Capital Group 
Wisconsin Electric Power Company 
Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group 
Xcel Energy Services Inc. (Xcel) 
 
Parties that filed late interventions or late interventions with comments:  
Generation Energy, Inc. (Richard Haddon) 
Emmet County Energy, LLC 

                                              
117 The North Carolina Agencies include the North Carolina Utilities Commission, 

Attorney General of the State of North Carolina, and Public Staff-North Carolina Utilities 
Commission. 

118 The PHI Companies are members and active participants in the PJM and 
include Pepco Holdings, Inc., a holding company, and Potomac Electric Power Company, 
Delmarva Power & Light Company, and Atlantic City Electric Company 
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Fox Ridge Energy and Development Association (Fox Ridge) 
Goodhue Wind, LLC 
M-Power, LLC 
National Wind LLC (National Wind) 
Organization of MISO States 
Red Rock Wind Energy, LLC 
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
Wind Capital Group 
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